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Break down barriers with Adidas Barradas men's shoes from eBayAdidas is a global company that has its roots in Germany. The brand has a long and deep-rooted connection to sport. Everything we do has its roots in sport is the essence of the Adidas Badge of Sport brand brand. Adidas' wide and diverse range of offerings has helped
the brand overcome the world of apparel to become one of the most recognized and iconic global brands. Its mission is to be the best sports brand in the world by designing, manufacturing and selling the best sports products in the world. The Adidas barricade has quickly become one of the shoes to beat on the field. He has been worn by
champion athletes for some of their biggest fights and become a fan favorite since his introduction in 2000. The Shoe Barricades has so many of the things that athletes from the top levels of sport to weekend players have come to appreciate and expect - stability, grip and stamina for controlled shots and faster turns. The evolution of the
barricade The original barricade featured a large toe bumper and also provided stability with adiWear 6 outsoles. These helped players avoid slipping. Later versions of the Barricade were changed to make them lighter, more durable and better shaped on the athlete's foot for extra support and balance. Barricade 4.0 premiered in 2006. It
brought an outline mounting system and added low arch support. Barricade 5.0 featured the fabulous adiWear 6 outer sole compound and was released in 2008. Barrier 6.0 came out in 2010 with a torsion system. This is a thermoplastic arch that bridges the heel and the prop that gives the middle of the road the power to adapt to the
ground. Barricade 7.0 has been joined by lateral support to give athletes a full range of movement. And the adiPower Codedige 8.0 has been upgraded with the D-Core 6 superior technology that adds ventilation and eliminates break-in time. The Barricade is also available with the Boost and Bounce intermediate soles and many other
colour roads for the ultimate style of play. Although the Barricade line is not known to emphasize comfort, the updated 2018 Barricades feature more mesh at the top, which translates into a more flexible feel. Some issues with toes jamming at the edges of shoes were experienced at times, but overall, our team enjoyed the new comfort
level of the Barricade. I really liked this subtle update on the Barricade, said Chris. The upper part broke faster for and I felt comfortable in them from my first hit. I liked the way the top bent and moved with my feet. The level of cushioning felt very good, despite the fact that these are not the Boost version. The ventilation was adequate -
not great, but my legs never got too overheated. I've had a few occasions where my toes are jammed at the edges of shoes, but other than that I was pleased with the comfort of Barricade 2018. 2018. based on his experience with the Barricade line for this review. Offered, based on my time with adidas Barricades 17 BOOST, I made sure
to get the right size for my feet. I decided to go under a half size because I found that the Barricade 17 BOOSTTs got too spacious as I broke them in With my size adjusted, the fit was great, except for a bit of extra room in the toe box. Compared to the 2017 Mot Waking BOOSTTs, these Barricades 2018 didn't have exactly the same
extremely soft feel when it landed on my heels. However, this was not necessarily an issue for me, since my biggest concern was the forefoot cushioning and the rigid toe guard. The main concern I have with these shoes, and the main problem I had with most versions of barricades, is that the toe guard material is too rigid. I understand
that the design serves towards a high level of toe strength, but for me it's not worth trading comfort away. Every time I sprint forward and come to an aggressive stop jam my toes on the front of these shoes, which is something I'm never worried about with my Asics Gel Resolution 7s. On the other hand, this is the first shoe playtest in quite
some time that I've been able to play without my Superfeet Premium insoles. I felt confident that the arches of my feet were supported with these shoes. I found the ventilation to be on average compared to other shoes in the same weight category, but I felt that the adidas Barret 17 knit upper allowed for better breathing compared to this
2018 version. Sean had to go through a painful period of adjustment with his couple before he started to feel comfortable. He said, I think the biggest improvement was the ventilation at the top, which introduced more mesh into the shoes. Obviously, these shoes don't respond as comfortably as the Barricade Enhances, but that's to be
expected. The break-in period lasted a few days for me, and to be honest, it was like a boot camp for my feet. I really had to push through those days because my legs were quite sore on the medial side. After the break-in period, The Barricades 2018 responded much more to the twisting of my legs. By the end of the playtest the only real
permanent complaint I had was some persistent toe jam when I was pushed into my drive because the toe box was quite spacious. Like the other playtesters, Jason needed a break-in period, but he was still left feeling like something was missing in the midsole. He added, The fit felt a while for me, but it's not enough for me to move down
a half As with all the other roadblocks I've tested, this latest version needs a constant break-in. It took five or six hours of court before these shoes felt comfortable. Initially, I experienced some arch pain in my legs because the shoes were too the midsole and outsole to bend with my feet during the game. The cushioning of the Barricade
2018 2018 adequate; had a slightly more stable ride, but coming from the 2017 Boost Barricade test, I was spoiled by this plush cushioning system, which I prefer. The nickname Barricades is reminiscent of security images, locked and securely protected. Although this iteration trades some weight for flexibility, our playtesters found The
Barricade 2018 as stable as ever. Troy said, Barricades shoes have long been a reputation for providing the highest level of support and stability. This 2018 edition lived up to the rumor. Throughout this playtest I found these shoes locked my legs and made me feel very safe in my lateral movements. The combination of a strong midfoot
tibia, a low-to-ground to the feet and a safe fit provided a level of elite support and stability. When I cinched the laces tight the Barricade 2018s hugged my feet, especially around the heels and ankles. When I was moving side to side these shoes provided a high level of stability. I never felt like I was going to roll my ankles or lose my leg
because of stretch shoes or twisting. Sean found that the 2018 Barricades were almost too stable. Said, Whenever I think of premium fixed shoes, the Barricade line comes to mind almost immediately. I thought the barricades of 2018 were fixed, almost to a fault. He was very stiff outside the box, and although I never felt like those shoes
were lacking in protection for sharp moves, I was left wishing it was a little lighter and less stable because I thought it exceeded the stability needs of the players a little bit. I understand that these shoes fill a certain position, and overall I thought the level of stability was extremely impressive. Jason, however, was thrilled with the safe
response. He loved it, this is where the barricades shine. I found the lateral stability to be excellent. I could move aggressively from the side line to the side line, plant and change directions with zero fear of my ankles rolling. When I was moving forward I did notice a slight sliding shake on my initial step (probably since the fit is a while), but
when I was trying to stop I didn't have any toe blocking issues. Chris also found it hard to blame the 2018 Barricades on the stability department. He said, The level of support and stability from barricades is always top notch. The 2018 Barricades were no exception. My legs felt very locked during lateral movements. The frame of the shoe
is pretty hard, so resisted to bend well. My arches felt well supported, and I liked the level of support in this area. I was able to get my legs locked tightly with the lace system, which meant I didn't have much slip around inside the shoes. In addition to premium-level stability, many players return to the Barricade for its renowned durability.
Our playtesters were unanimously impressed by how well the Barricade barricade was held up against the wear and tear of hard courts, since the hour after the hour of relentless friction could not break the defenses of the barricade. Sean generally wears through his outsoles in a hurry, but he wasn't fighting for the durability of the
barricades. He said, the outer soles were definitely well above average in strength, but the toe strength, which is where I wear out my shoes, was excellent. These are one of the most durable shoes I've worn, right next to my Gel Resolutions. I'll never complain about more durable outer soles. Stamina was no concern for Jason, who said,
I was able to put about 15 hours of court time on these shoes and have not yet seen any real signs of tread wear. Their strength is exactly the same level as the rest of the Barricade line. I can easily see myself putting another 20 to 30 hours into them before they start to wear out. I liked the durability of these shoes, Chris said. The
barricades are usually in a category of their own when it comes to durability, and I found 2018 to be top notch as well. Both outsole and toe strength proved excellent, so top marks from me here. Troy wasn't surprised by the stamina, but that didn't stop him from impressing. He said, as with previous iterations, the Adidas Motable 2018s
turned out to be some of the most durable shoes on the market. The ADIWEAR 6 rubber outsole held well throughout this playtest. The toe area under the balls of my feet is where I usually wear out the outer soles of my shoes the most. At the end of this playtest there was moderate wear in this area of the outer sleet, while with most
shoes it is completely bald. With these Adidas Barrett 2018s, the outsole didn't look as important as some of the older versions of the Barricade, such as 5, 6 and 7. Although the outer soles of 2018 felt less bulky, the ADIWEAR 6 rubber joint helped this shoe last as a barricade should. While not all of our playtesters enjoyed how much
traction the Barricade 2018s originally offered, everyone was pleased once the outer soles had a little extra court time. Jason explained, I felt like the attraction was really good - almost too good because I really would prefer a little more give. The main thing I'm looking for with traction is not slipping on the first explosive step towards the
ball, and I didn't have to worry about it at all in these shoes. Chris enjoyed the level of attraction from the first wear to the last. He went on to praise the barricade's performance, saying, The level of adhesion was spot on. I was moving with the utmost confidence. I found that I could always trust the outer soles to provide the perfect amount
of grip. There was enough give from the outer soles to allow me to move easily, and I never felt the shoes close to the surface of the court. When I was looking to make a quick start or get away from an aggressive offensive Move the outer soles offered enough handle to get me going fast. Top marks from me again! Similar to his
experience with fit, Troy had to wait a while for his shoe pull to reach their full potential, but once they wore in they didn't disappoint. He said, During the initial phase of testing these shoes I found the outsoles to feel a little too sticky for my liking. I've noticed this to be consistent with previous versions of barricades. When I stopped by a full
sprint, the sticky of the outer soles caused a shocking stop. After a few hours in court, though, the outer soles seem to break through. The level of the handle began to feel just right, and coming to a stop felt much smoother and more controlled. I found the attraction to be great whenever I needed to quickly accelerate towards the ball. The
high level of grip helped me take off with a strong first step and effectively convert that energy to retrieve the next ball.. Sean echoed Troy's initial complaints, but also found that the shoes were getting old. He recalled, part of the break-in period involved a slight wear down on the outsole to get the attraction right. I thought it was pretty
sticky and stiff outside the box, but they became more performance oriented as the playtest continued. I played at many different speeds of hard courts throughout the playtest, and I felt confident with my movement no matter where I played. Although the weight of the Barricade line often has been a point of contention, our playtesters
haven't really complained this time around. Chris explained: 'The Barricades 2018 aren't the lightest shoes, but I still felt like I was moving really well in them. The attraction, support and stability came together to give me what I needed to get to my best. These shoes offered all this impressive performance without feeling too heavy. Troy
found the burden directly linked to the sense of break-in, which improved over time. Recounted, During the break-in period the rigidity caused the Barricade 2018 to feel a little sluggish about their weight. The feeling was a little clunky when I was running, and I didn't have a smooth heel-to-toe transition. After these shoes broke and started
to bend more naturally with my gait, the weight began to feel much more similar to my go-to shoes. Compared to previous versions of The Barricade I've tried (6, 7, 8, 2017 Boost), this version felt the lightest and fastest. After about two weeks wearing these shoes were well broken and made me feel In addition, since I didn't feel the need
to wear my Superfeet Premium soles, which add some weight, I felt even lighter with these shoes. The Adidas Barricades 2018s impressed me with their relatively light feel while still packing the trademark Barricades durability and support. Sean, who is used to lighter shoes, finished finished adapting just fine to the barricades. He said, It
was a little hard to go from the Vapor X playtest right to the Barricades review, mainly because of the weight difference. However, this was an unfair comparison, and once I adapted to the Barricade 2018s I thought the weight was fine. I liked that these were lighter than the last iteration, and I think this is a step in the right direction for the
barricades if they want to stay relevant in the evolving shoe market. Jason's feelings were in line with the rest of the crew. He said, These are not lightweight shoes by any means, but I never felt like weight was an issue. Given all the durability and stability provided by The Barricades 2018, the weight is almost to be expected.
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